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Duels epic fighting action rpg pvp game

I'm an old guy but love playing Capcom Style 2d side-scrollers and things like that... I thought I'd upgrade with some newer games, so I tried Duels. I can't review it because it's hard to tell what you're doing. The characters fight, but you have no control over them, at least none i can figure out. So google how to play, and
on pages of zillions, but not a tutorial or explantation of how it works. Is there anything that really explains what this is about? It sounds pretty cool, the premise of the clan is pretty cool, but now it's like watching two other ppl play while you just sit there. It would be great if they had a paragraph of what it's about. It has to
be more than just collecting stuff, right? at i don't like the inconsistency in my damage, it's clearly meant to make you want to spend money. Many times I am struggling and I lose because my cribs do NO dmg. The game wants you to get angry and spend money to get stronger. less Spoiler. Win-cost key boxes... Always.
Most of the clans you see are dead and full of inactive. And there's only one real event and this is Christmas. Any other time of the year you play your leveling decreases @60 and with Christmas gear off is a long grind. Gear is the only method of earning xp. Recently they've made dungeons invincible... So. In short, I've
dismayed the last few months so you don't have it, too.  Dev team, go ahead and shoot me another automated response to this... Waiting. The less this game uses to be awesome and still has potential... But the problem is in the Developers. They rarely update the game. They can't even fix the Clan
Leaderboards!!!! I mean, come on. I played this game for over two years and spent over $500 on my guy. I lead 3 level 6 clans using Discord. But I finished this game mainly because it became quite a payday to play game. Moving on to Bullet Echo... It's not a payment to play! PEACE AND GOODBYE. P.S- THANK
YOU FOR WASTING MY MONEY less Please fix your game, the AI to fight doesn't make sense, I heal myself when I don't need to, so don't cure me when I should, it leads to healing when I should have pressed the attack and could easily have won, it's so frustrating, I hate this game sometimes less I voted one
because all I saw was 1 stars  minus Spoiler. Win-cost key boxes... Always. Most of the clans you see are dead and full of inactive. And there's only one real event and this is Christmas. Any other time of the year you play your leveling decreases @60 and with Christmas gear off is a long grind. Gear is the only
method of earning xp. Recently they've made dungeons invincible... So. In short, I've dismayed the last few months so you don't have it, too.  Dev team, go ahead and shoot me another automated response to this... Waiting. unless i don't of the inconsistency in my damage, is clearly meant to make you want to
spend money. Many times I am struggling and I lose because my cribs do NO dmg. The game wants you to get angry and spend money to get stronger. Strong. less boring. You don't fight, you just watch. less please fix your game, the AI to fight makes no sense, I heal when I do not need, so do not cure me when it
should, this leads to healing when I should have pressed the attack and could easily have won, it is so frustrating, I hate this game sometimes less I am an old guy but love playing Capcom Style 2d side-scrollers and things like that ... I thought I'd upgrade with some newer games, so I tried Duels. I can't review it
because it's hard to tell what you're doing. The characters fight, but you have no control over them, at least none i can figure out. So google how to play, and on pages of zillions, but not a tutorial or explantation of how it works. Is there anything that really explains what this is about? It sounds pretty cool, the premise of
the clan is pretty cool, but now it's like watching two other ppl play while you just sit there. It would be great if they had a paragraph of what it's about. It has to be more than just collecting stuff, right? at i don't like the inconsistency in my damage, it's clearly meant to make you want to spend money. Many times I am
struggling and I lose because my cribs do NO dmg. The game wants you to get angry and spend money to get stronger. less Spoiler. Win-cost key boxes... Always. Most of the clans you see are dead and full of inactive. And there's only one real event and this is Christmas. Any other time of the year you play your
leveling decreases @60 and with Christmas gear off is a long grind. Gear is the only method of earning xp. Recently they've made dungeons invincible... So. In short, I've dismayed the last few months so you don't have it, too.  Dev team, go ahead and shoot me another automated response to this... Waiting. The
less this game uses to be awesome and still has potential... But the problem is in the Developers. They rarely update the game. They can't even fix the Clan Leaderboards!!!! I mean, come on. I played this game for over two years and spent over $500 on my guy. I lead 3 level 6 clans using Discord. But I finished this
game mainly because it became quite a payday to play game. Moving on to Bullet Echo... It's not a payment to play! PEACE AND GOODBYE. P.S- THANK YOU for wasting my money less Ok, where I start. The gameplay is basically non-existent. You get the game without tutorial (I think) and you can fight other players
(if they are even real people). Either you're out of your opponent's brake or curb. You have no control over what happens. Most gears you receive have a minimum level to be usable, which makes it very difficult to use the equipment you receive. You can also buy keys to open loot boxes (chests) that probably have
equipment that you can't use. I'd say it's very Enjoy a special fighting game experience, Duels is an energy-free action PVP RPG game (1vs1), but with one difference: the unique automatic battle system means that anyone can run and fight fight Select your fighter/warrior who is medieval, use the weapons and get ready
for epic multiplayer clan arena battles on the web! Magic, could, blood, fire and honor within this free RPG PVP fighting game Immerse yourself in the medieval environment of the game. Enjoy the very simple but exciting gameplay with epic music and 3D graphics. Fight online against millions of players in leagues. Start
creating or join a clan and become the Hero! Want to challenge yourself even more? Enter the Dungeons and fight through hordes of dangerous and cool monsters. You don't like these kind of games? Spray your enemies and unlock chests to access special gear! Use all your strategy skills to access advanced items
that are new as you progress and upgrade your character. Equip your hero using the best say, but make sure you choose. Use special abilities like Meteor, defeat fighters and poison and ice wall units to inflict damage. It's the art of war. OVER 1,000 CUSTOM ITEMS Unlock hundreds of swords and weapon axes, mad
guards, and cool armor to trick your opponents with the battle of the Duel in the battle stage. UNIQUE GAME MODES Poisonous attacks, ice, iron, along with Use Fire to conquer giant monsters in campaigns and dungeons modes. Beat real players and progress through the various leagues to get better turnout and
increase your fighter with abilities that are magical. Get more news and updates: Facebook: Site: For support, feedback and suggestions about our games: support@deemedya.com Download free duels, select your favorite fighter and enjoy. Are you prepared to become a legendary hero warrior? Epic battles, magic,
power, blood, fire and honor are waiting for you. Learn more
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